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As I sit in my home office this morning reflecting on the past month, it has
been a roller coaster of emotions. The temperature is also finally cool enough
to sit here without bursting into a giant sweat ball. Disgusting maybe, but our
house does not have central air conditioning and our wall conditioner is anemic
at best. The wall air conditioning unit struggles at 70 degrees, so with several
weeks of 90 + degree heat, the house has been a sauna.
A week ago many of you descended upon the Hyalite Kennel for their annual
field trial. This year was special as it was the 1st Rocky Mountain Cup, the beta
test of great things to come. This was also the first trial I have missed in a very
long time. Suffering field trial withdrawals, I wondered how the runs went, how
the handlers did, how the judges scored each dog and mostly, I missed friends.
I received a couple of phone calls from folks handling the paperwork. As I was
the trial secretary and able to answer their questions. I also received messages
from those in attendance. Thank you for reaching out.
The reason for my absence was a litter of pups. Thorn had only 2 pups and
they were 3 weeks old. You might say, what’s the big deal with 2 puppies?
We’ll I thought of coming along, but it’s not the 2 pups and mom, it was the
four other dogs we have varying in age from 15 months to 13 years. They were
the snag. The logistics of managing that many dogs in our camper would have
been a nightmare, so I elected to stay home.
Thank you to Janis Brulewheide taking on the role of trial photographer. She
did a great job. Judging from the photos, a good time was had by all.
Congratulations to Clint LaFary for winning the 1st Rocky Mountain Cup with
his young dog Juno. Also, thank you to all the judges, handlers, volunteers, land
owners and Butch Nelson and Karen Paugh for without any of these folks, the
trial would not have happened.
This will be the last Whoa Post for a few months. Hunting season has begun in
Montana and North Dakota so while it’s fun to trial, the real reason for our
dogs is to hunt them. Good luck in the field and remember, a bad day in the
field is better than a good day in the office!
Sherry Niesar
Whoa Post Editor
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“ROCKY MOUNTIAN CUP” Wild Bird Trial
Denton Montana: August 29 & 30, 2015
by Peter Wax Photos Provided by Janis Bruwelheide & Peter Wax
On a Friday last week we gathered again at Karen
Paugh’s Home-On-The-Range for wayward dog men and
woman (also known as Hyalite Kennels) for a wild bird
trial and the first annual “Rocky Mountain Cup”. The
grounds are legend and attracted competitors from as far
east as Georgia and as far west as Washington with
representation from Wisconsin, Illinois, Minnesota, Iowa,
South and North Dakota in between. It was a time of
making new friends and reconnecting with old ones.
On the topic of old friends, the club lost a good one when Peter Ward packed his hunting vest, shouldered
his shotgun and headed to the happy hunting grounds on the
Fourth of July. I imagine he walked off through short grass
prairies hunting sharptail and hun on his way to some timber
doodle and ruffed grouse filled woods. Peter was one of those
people that once met was not easily forgotten; kind, quick of wit,
soft spoken and ready with a smile when a smile was needed. His
chosen departure date is remarkable in that so many of my heroes
have picked the same day. Thomas Jefferson, John Adams and
James Monroe to name three you know but I can readily list
more. If I close my eyes I can see Peter discussing the
Declaration of Independence and the Federalist with Thomas and John, and of course Peter would
effortlessly keep John on task and his temper under control. Next Peter would walk down the hall to visit
James and discuss the most important legal document in modern history; the Constitution of the United
States. Peter would have been in the thick of things in the summer 1776 as he was cut of such cloth and
because he believed, like these men, that you, that I, the rich and the poor should have the right to walk
behind a dog as free men and woman. Well Peter, I pledge my first point of the season to you and may
two birds rise so you can back me.
Day one of the trial broke cool and clear with a light south
breeze. Braces ran first with champions and champions to be
made ready at leash. The head Open Braces and Solo Judge is
Larry Ellison, backed by Peter Wax, and the Gun Judges are
Denine Ackerbauer and Peter Wax and our TAN Judge is Randy
Meester. The field has plenty of young pheasants and the gallery
had a good view near the Gallatin Valley grain elevator. In short
order birds were contacted and continue to be contacted until
Continued on page 3
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Rocky Mountain Cup - Continued from page 2
the 1:30 PM when the last dog is run, followed by a barrage to decide both the Gun field first and reserve dogs
and to pick the Rocky Mountain Gun dog qualifier.
There were many fantastic runs and spectacular finds in this trial as there are 30 plus dogs running and
hundreds of bird contacts per day. As a judge I saw one dog turn 180 degrees in the air and land motionless,
another point between its legs, and another have an Open Reserve performance at the tender age of a year and
half and later in the day take the Rocky Mountain Cup. Many dogs rose to the occasion and other crashed and
burned to make in combination a matrix of fur and feathers to remember, but a personal best was the
opportunity to judge a dog handled by Richard G. Nelson.
Richard G. Nelson “Butch” has been and still is a mentor to many
that have been, are, and will become dog trainers and handlers and
I am proud to be a member of that fraternity. Over the last couple
of decades Butch has collected hundreds of invisible ribbons and
trophies through the successes of others and their dogs. Do not
get the wrong impression that Butch has never been a contender as
he has previously won a treasure chest of silver and brightly
colored silk, but some time ago he discovered that bringing out the
best in other was the best fit for his unique character.
Now you might think “Butch” was trying to make a point by
putting down his French horn and putting a whistle between his
lips, but you would be wrong, Butch came out this day because a
dog needed him. Without going into details, the dog Satchmo had something special to regain and Butch gave
him that opportunity taking him to a first in Open Solo in a crowded field of contenders, and well… when you
are on a roll you might as well take a couple more dogs to the podium with a First and Reserve in the GUN
division with different dogs.
While there are many dogs this weekend whose accomplishments are worthy of documenting on paper I will
just list a few. F Nat du Mas D’Patuala “Pride” owned and handled by Fred Overby of Belgrade, Montana
earned a first in Open Braces and Pass-With-Honor in Solo on Saturday and a First in Solo on Sunday to
qualify for the Rocky Mountain Cup. The combination of wins in a single weekend is a spectacular feat
anytime, but even more notable in a packed field of worthy contenders that all got birds. Heraut Satchmo Du
Hyalite “Satchmo” owned and handled by Richard Nelson of Denton,
Montana earning a first in Open solo on Saturday and a Pass on Sunday
to also qualify for the Rocky Mountain Cup. Juno Ten Bar Ranch
“Juno” owned and handled by Clint LaFary of Delavan, IL who took a
first in Gun of Saturday to earn his GUN title, then moved up to the
OPEN on Sunday earning a Reserve and qualifying for a run at the Cup.
And lastly, Imperia Princess du Hyalite “Millie” owned by Sarah and
Michael Bartholomew and handled by Richard Nelson who had the best
no bird run on Saturday and a first in Gun on Sunday to qualify for shot
at the Rocky Mountain Cup.
On a warm clear day on the north pasture of the Hyalite Kennel and
ranch the very first Rocky Mountain Cup was competed for. The four
Continued on page 4
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Rocky Mountain Cup - Continued from page 3
competitors were composed of the best GUN and OPEN dog from each
day and are in alphabetical order: Juno, Millie, Pride, and Satchmo. To a
dog they all could be best of breed, beautiful, strong and well muscled.
The Honorable Judges are Denine Ackerbauer, Randy Meester, Larry
Ellison, and Peter Wax surveyed the field for winners.
The first barrage competitors were Juno on the right handled by Clint
LaFary and Millie on the left handled by Richard Nelson. On release
Juno drives straight into the wind and Millie makes a beautiful cast left
than swings right with purpose. Both dogs run with the classic high
headed epagneul breton gate. Saving herself, Juno turns and began
patterning with power and speed pulling Millie with her and earning a unanimous decision by the judges the
opportunity to continue in the competition.
Our second brace for the barrage is Pride on the right handled by Fred Overby and Satchmo on the left
handled by Richard Nelson. These two come to the line
exhibiting power and a raw energy. Both strikingly
marked Satchmo is shiny orange and white and Pride a
classic black tri-color.
On release Satchmo makes a nice cast left , Pride does a
mirror swing to the right. On each pass a pattern of
separation begins to develop until all four judges come
to the unanimous decision that Pride should continue to represent the breed in the final barrage.
Two contenders are still in the field. Juno and Pride are both excellent examples of their breed. Juno again
lines up on the right and Pride the left. The wind is steady in their faces as the handlers prepare their
chargers. Honorable Denine Ackerbauer leans in and quietly asks if the contestants are ready, a nod from
each and she quickly gives the release command and off to the races. Juno’s first cast is determined and
purposeful and nearly perfect while Pride is momentary distracted by a scent, a sweet perfume per
chance…. Ah, so ironic that the same wonderful noise that place him here is his undoing and again another
unanimous decision by the judges places Juno Ten Bar Ranch the winner of the 2015 Rocky Mountain
Cups.
Running Order Saturday, August 29, 2015
Saturday Open Braces: Honorable Judges Larry Ellison & Peter Wax
Run Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1a

EB

Clint LaFary

Hera L'Etoile du Nord

Pass

1b

EB

Denine Ackerbauer

Ibsen du Mas d'Pataula

Ran

2a

EB

Fred Overby

F Nat du mas D'Patuala

First

2b

EB

Clint LaFary

Fergus Sur le Delavan

Pass

3a

EB

Mark Dinsmore

Darius de L'Etoile du Nord

Ran

3b

EB

Fred Overby

Brique de L'Ardour

Ran

Continued on page 5
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Saturday Open Solo: Honorable Judge Larry Ellison
Run Breed

Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1

EB

Denine Ackerbauer

Etendard des Grands Lacs

Ran

2

EB

Clint LaFary

Hera L'Etoile du Nord

Ran

3

EB

Denine Ackerbauer

Ibsen du Mas d'Pataula

Ran

4

EB

Fred Overby

F Nat du mas D'Patuala

Pass-W-Honor

5

EB

Clint LaFary/John Zeigler

Fergus Sur le Delavan

Pass-W-Honor

6

EB

Fred Overby

Ithaca de L'Ardour

Pass

7

EB

Mark Dinsmore

Darius de L'Etoile du Nord

Ran

8

EB

Fred Overby

Griz du mas D'Pataula

Reserve

9

EB

Richard G Nelson

Heraut Satchmo Du Hyalite

First

10

EB

Fred Overby

Brique de L'Ardour

Ran

Saturday Gun Field 1: Honorable Judge Peter Wax
Run

Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1

EB

Mark Dinsmore

Hope Sur la Delavan

Reserve

2

EB

John Hutwagner/Fred Overby

Lion Heart du Creeping Cedar

Scratched

3

EB

Robert Clayton

Foxies Ares du Coteau

Ran

4

EB

Mark Dinsmore

Iris de L'Etoile du Nord

Ran

5

EB

Bob Clayton

Jaxon du Mas D'Pataula

Pass-W-Honor

6

EB

Ken & Janis Bruwelheide

Helena Du Hyalite

Pass-W-Honor

7

EB

Dave Flynn

Heidi Sur la Delavan

Ran

8

EB

Norman Pope

Iven Du Mas D'Patula

Ran

9

EB

Robert Clayton

Foxies Gigi du Coteau

Ran

10

EB

Keith Castleberry/Lorene.Marcinek

Falaise Francesca du Hyalite

Ran

11

EB

Robert Clayton

Josphine du Auburn Bretons

Pass

Continued on page 6
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Saturday Gun Field 2: Honorable Judge Denine Ackerbauer
Run

Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1

EB

Helen Van Dyke & Brian
King/Butch Nelson

Extra Small

2

EB

R Clifton Canghron & Margaret A
Kernan

Jester Al Capataine de Clairvew

3

EB

Sarah & Michael Bartholomew/Butch Nelson

Imperia Princess du Hyalite

4

EB

Clint LaFary

Juno Ten Bar Ranch

5

EB

Robert Olson Jr

Isabella de L'Etoile du Nord

6

EB

John Hutwagner/Clint LaFary

Legende de la Source d'Hannahatchee

Scratched

7

EB

Randy Meester

Josie de Corn Country

Ran

8

EB

Robert Olson

Jacques Reynald de Autumn Run

Ran

Pass

First

Saturday TAN: Honorable Judge Randy Meester
Run

Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1

EB

Fred Overby

Juliette du mas D'Pataula

Pass

2

EB

Richard G. Nelson

Jagerszky du mas D'Pataula

Ran

3

EB

Fred Overby

Jezebelle du mas D'Pataula

Pass

4

EB

Jim Mondrella/Clint LaFary

Jipsie Sur Le Delavan

Pass

5

EB

Fred Overby

J' Pearl du mas D'Pataula

Pass

6

BB

Chris Albro/Nicholas Albro

Elk Run Jackson Hole Kid

Pass

7

EB

Fred Overby

Jorgia du mas D'Pataula

Ran

8

EB

Mark Shelter

PR Stonehill Jammurs Champion

Pass

Continued on page 7
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Running Order Sunday, August 30, 2015
Open Solo: Honorable Judge Peter Wax
Run Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1

EB

Denine Ackerbauer

Ibsen du Mas d'Pataula

Ran

2

EB

Denine Ackerbauer

Etendard des Grands Lacs

Ran

3

EB

Richard G Nelson

Heraut Satchmo Du Hyalite

Pass

4

EB

Mark Dinsmore

Darius de L'Etoile du Nord

Ran

5

EB

Fred Overby

F Nat du mas D'Patuala

First

6

EB

Clint LaFary/John Zeigler

Fergus Sur le Delavan

Ran

7

EB

Fred Overby

Ithaca de L'Ardour

Ran

8

EB

Clint LaFary

Hera L'Etoile du Nord

Pass

9

EB

Fred Overby

Brique de L'Ardour

Ran

10

EB

Fred Overby

Griz du mas D'Pataula

Ran

11

EB

Clint LaFary

Juno Ten Bar Ranch

Reserve

Sunday Gun Field 1: Honorable Judge Larry Ellison
Run Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1

EB

Richard G. Nelson/Norman Pope

Hot Molly du Hyalite

Ran

2

EB

Robert Clayton

Josphine du Auburn Bretons

Ran

3

EB

Norman Pope

Iven Du Mas D'Pataula

Ran

4

EB

John Hutwagner/Fred Overby

Lion Heart du Creeping Cedar

Scratched

5

EB

Robert Clayton

Foxies Ares du Coteau

Ran

6

EB

Robert Olson Jr

Isabella de L'Etoile du Nord

Ran

7

EB

Robert Clayton

Foxies Gigi du Coteau

Ran

8

EB

Sarah & Michael Bartholomew/Butch Nelson

Imperia Princess du Hyalite

First

9

EB

Robert Olson

Jacques Reynald de Autumn

Ran

10

EB

Robert Clayton

Jaxon du Mas D'Pataula

Pass

11

EB

Helen Van Dyke & Brian
King/Butch Nelson

Extra Small

Reserve

Continued on page 8
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Sunday Gun Field 2: Honorable Judge Denine Ackerbauer
Run Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

1

EB

Ken & Janis Bruwelheide

Helena Du Hyalite

Pass

2

EB

Randy Meester

Josie de Corn Country

Ran

3

EB

Clint LaFary

Juno Ten Bar Ranch

Ran

4

EB

John Hutwagner/Clint LaFary

Legende de la Source d'Hannahatchee

Scratched

5

EB

Mark Shelter

PR Stonehill Jammurs Champion

Ran

6

EB

R Clifton Canghron & Margaret A
Kernan

Jester Al Capataine de Clairvew

Ran

7

EB

Mark Dinsmore

Iris de L'Etoile du Nord

Ran

8

EB

Dave Flynn

Heidi Sur la Delavan

Ran

9

EB

Mark Dinsmore

Hope Sur la Delavan

Ran

Rocky Mountain Cup:
Honorable Judges Denine Ackerbauer, Larry Ellison, Randy Meester, Peter Wax
Breed Owner/Handler

Name of Dog

Placement

EB

Clint LaFary

Juno Ten Bar Ranch

Winner

EB

Fred Overby

F Nat du mas D'Patuala

Ran

EB

Richard G Nelson

Heraut Satchmo Du Hyalite

Ran

EB

Sarah & Michael Bartholomew/Butch Nelson

Imperia Princess du Hyalite

First
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More Images from the 1st Rocky Mountain Cup
Field Trial at Hyalite Kennels, Denton, Montana
Photos Provided by Janis Bruwelheide & Peter Wax
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Pete’s Ramblings by Peter Wax
Puppies: I am holding a 3-day old puppy affectionately called Brutus.
He is vigorously wiggling, fat as an over-stuffed sausage, and
beautifully marked in black. He and his sister are the products of four
attempts to breed their mother. Their mother might be the finest
short grass cruiser I have ever walked behind, but after two previous
attempts involving 2,300 miles of driving (one trip starting on
Christmas morning) and a failed chilled sperm insemination, two
puppies seem like scant reward. I gently place Brutus into the warmth
of his mother and pick up his sister. She is a black, orange and white
with sugar sprinkled on her nose. She wiggles in for warmth and
mews affectionately, and as all my worldly troubles disappear I realize
she is reward enough.
Fine Double Shotgun: I have been saving for a shotgun as long as I can remember but every time I get close
to affording one, life comes-a-knocking. I keep the money
stuffed in a sock that lies in the top left drawer of my broken
down dresser. While I might be respected as a limnologist no
one has ever accused me of being very clever with the dollar.
This lack of financial aptitude has never prevented me from
having expensive desires and I am infatuated with fine
shotguns. Make mine a Spanish or Italian double with
chopper lump barrels lying side by side. I would like a hunter’s
rib nested between twenty-eight inches of polished and blued
steel. Back the barrels with a seven or five pin sidelock copy of
England’s finest. Choke her improved cylinder and full for
upland hunting over pointers and embellish the steel with enough engraving not to be plain. Two triggers
please, with the front articulated and 15 inches from the butt. Make the furniture of Turkish walnut. Stock her
straight hand with no cast and a splinter forearm. The wood does not have to be fancy but the grain should be
streaked with dark mineral and flow in the right places, especially through the wrist, as I would shoot her until
she shines. Around 7 pounds would be right for a 12 gauge but an ounce or so less would be even better.
For as long as I have been saving I should have a couple of these by now, but I keep squandering all my
savings on stuff like food, clothing, heat, and of course those darn dogs. Than last month low and behold, an
Orvis Shop in Vermont advertises an Aguirre y Aranzabal No 2 with two barrels for just a little more than I
have resting with the socks. From the photographs she looks well used. The lever is left of center and the
barrels wear a fair shine in the usual places and the checkering is nearly flat. I send a few emails asking this and
that, knowing I was only teasing myself and then I did a foolish thing; I made an offer and it was accepted. A
call to Greg, a Red & White UKC Setter man, resulted in a conversation on dogs, making arrangements for
sending federal firearm license information and providing my Cabela’s credit card number to begin the deal.
No week ever passed more slowly than that week but on the following Monday she arrived. She looked
beautiful nested in the her factory box surrounded by all her finery, but to add to my decade of delayed
gratification I had just enough time to fill out the paper work and place her in the safe and drive 180 mile east
for a work date. On the drive I wondered if she really was as nice as my first impression. I had caught a
Continued on page 11
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Pete’s Ramblings - Continued from page 11
couple condition issues immediately but they grew and shrank with the sway of my
imagination over the next 24 hours.
Tuesday evening could not come soon enough, and at the first opportunity for
escape I slipped away from the permitting committee and drove home just under the
pull-over limit. Once there I quickly unpacked before opening the safe for a second
look. When I open the box, there she lay, looking fine and peaceful in her custom
fitted velvet bedding.

With my three day no-fire inspection period now shortened substantially, I got right
work. The initial impression is that her engraving is spectacular and modeled after a
Holland & Holland Best Gun. The markings on her water table say she was proofed
at birth for 900 kg/cm2 but like any good ladies she has hidden her age, though her
serial number indicates she was born between 1966 and 1971 and most likely in the
spring of 1968. The strikes on barrel 1 indicate chokes of improved cylinder and
improve modified and barrel 2 of modified and full.
Her furniture is scratched but not cracked and the grain is straight and true. Both of
her barrels lock up tight and on face, each wearing a fair amount of shine and a few
dings but no dents and they ring like church bells. The right firing pin bushing is out
of round and the left is a backyard fitted replacement and both lock screws are out of
time. Her lockup is past center but not bottomed out and the only non-honest
wound is a careless slip of the grinder, likely put there when the left firing pin
bushing was replaced.
Once assembled she comes alive. At 6 pounds 12 ounces she is petite, lively to my
hands, points like a willow stick, and dances like a long forgotten memory. I knew she was not a school girl
when I ordered her, that she would likely cost me another sock or two of savings to make whole again, but she
like a pup with talent that needed me I couldn’t let her go and I called Greg and we closed the loop.
The Making of a Duck Dog: I whisper, “eight ducks ‘gadwalls’, to the right” they dip towards the horizon
and disappear into the red ball that is the rising sun.
Squinting hard I hear the splash followed by a flurry of wings
and quacking as Sherry who has a better angle rises from
hiding and fires twice. The ducks reemerge to the left of the
red ball and I whack one without remembering rising.
In the following silence there are two footballs with feet
sticking up floating among the decoys and a very lively
member of the webfoot gang swimming like mad towards
the far shore. Sherry turns around and unsnaps the pup. He
hits the water before the command fetch has been given. A
strong swimmer, pup quickly targets the cripple and the race
is on. If he were a little older or had more experience with
water I would have shot the bird to shorten the chase but the blast and splash of a shot on the water has many
negative potentials.
Continued on page 12
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As I watch the race a pair of blue-winged teal buzz the
decoys, and Sherry sternly reminds me to “get down”.
Young teal being what young teal are they come back
for a second look and get away with it. “Darn it” I
hear from the cattails “I forgot to reload”. I chuckle
under my breath while peaking out to watch pup. The
duck has dove and pup is swimming around in circles.
The teal complete a third pass and almost land on him.
The action momentarily distracts pup but just then the
gadwall pops back up and the chase resumes.
This time the brown duck makes an error and heads for shore to hide. In the shallow water diving
buys him nothing and he is quickly captured. The duck is big by puppy standards and very lively. A
series of comical escapes and recaptures are culminated in pup getting a firm grip on the ducks back
behind the wings. Standing in the shallow water pup now has an important decision to make and I
can see the screws turning. “What’s he doing with my duck?” I hear from the cattails “Deciding” I
say and just then he starts swimming back and I jump up to jeer encouragement as the teal, like jet
fighters, do a Passover.
Night Dark Night: I am coming up the trail on the south side of Silver Mountain through a stand
of lodge pole pine so uniformed they appear artificial. I had planned to be back at the campground
tonight so I would have two days to get back to North Dakota and my important job at a pizza
parlor. Being late was my
fault, sleeping a little late and
fishing a little too long and
now the sun is behind the
mountain. I stop and estimate
how long it will take me to
make the top which will buy
me another hour of light, and
it doesn’t take a genius to
know total darkness will set in
before I get there. I shrug the
pack up a little higher and
continue on. A short distance
further along I come across an inviting flat spot right next to the trail and decide an early rise
tomorrow is the wiser choice and swing the pack off and nearly float off from the sudden weight
change.
I quickly clear a spot, gather up some squaw wood, snap a kitchen match and have a fire going. A
quick look around for some dead branches and the fire is cooking size in minutes. I empty all my
noodles, two meals worth, into a shallow 2-quart pot and top it off with water from my hilex jug and
set the whole thing right in the fire. I look into the jug and estimate I have enough for a good drink
now, another after supper and still enough for a cup of instant coffee in the morning and drink
deeply.
Continued on page 13
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As the water heats I lay out the tarp, organize my night supplies of a stick, pistol, matches and sleeping
bag. No tent or lean to tonight, just me and the stars. I don’t wait long enough before adding the
flavoring and eat crunchy noodles in the dark contemplating how long it will take them to soften in my
stomach. After cleaning the pot with my fingers and tongue I am really thirsty from too many half
cooked noodles and polish off all the water including the morning coffee. Immediately after putting
my stuff against a tree for easy locating in the morning I climb into my slumberjack. I love my bag. It
is a high school graduation present from my folks, it is light, warm, and cool - it is like magic.
As I lay back looking up into the sky and I am not very happy with the view. There is a big cloud
blocking my view of the stars and I weigh the pros and cons of moving further under the protection
of the tree. It would be a pro to get a little warning if it started to rain before I gett wet but it was a
con to give up my wonderfully warm and comfortable position. As this personal debate slips towards
unconsciousness a bear “wuffs” down the trail and
I stop breathing and listen. Listen and listen and
just when I believe I have imagined it “wuffs”
again.
This is my fault. I know better than to sleep next to
trail. We have been here before with a feral dog a
couple years back but that time my flashlight was
still working. I inch-worm my way to the nearest
tree and get into a sitting position with my back
against it and face down trail and “Wuff” again only
this time closer. I can’t see a thing as the clouds
have turned the night lights out. Cocking the
Blackhawk I contemplate firing in the air. I wait
and listen and wait and listen some more but my
only reward is silent blackness. Blanketed in blackness and entertained with my imagination I spend
most of that night against that tree and only see the milky-way late after I can no longer hold it and
climb out into the freezing night to pee. I arrive at camp by noon the next day, wheel my Honda out
of the trees and make it to my very important work at the pizza parlor two days later.

Greater Sage Grouse
The Greater Sage Grouse is the largest of North American grouse species, males are dark
brown overall with white breast, pointed tail, and yellow above eye.
They are primarily associated with sagebrush, particularly big sagebrush. Silver sagebrush
and rabbitbrush is used to a lesser extent. Riparian and upland meadows, irrigated and
nonirrigated croplands and pasturelands are also used, especially for brood-rearing habitat
The destruction and/or degradation of sagebrush throughout North America is negatively
affecting this species and is the biggest threat. The quality of remaining sagebrush has declined due to grazing,
fire suppression or excessive fire, invasion of exotic plants, and other human-related degradation.
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Part II: A Visit to the Brittany, France
Countryside…and a Kennel By Ken Bruwelheide
After a hearty lunch, Henri suggested a trip through the
Brittany countryside with a visit to a noted kennel. This
area of rural Brittany is very agricultural. There are
patches of dense forests as well as both small and large
farm operations. A variety of crops are grown and
livestock produced.
I asked Henri to describe the type of wild upland game
birds that were typically hunted. In a sad way he
explained that it used to be European Red Leg Partridge.
However, due to changes in farming practices that do not
provide much cover and the increased use of chemicals
Henri Guelon, Janis & Ken Bruwelheide
the bird numbers have decreased. Sounds familiar. Now
the most common upland bird in Brittany is woodcock.
Henri had just made that statement when two Red Leg Partridges walked across the road! We were
delighted to see them.
Our next stop was in the Brittany countryside at a noted Epagneul Breton breeding kennel. We had to
wait a short while for the kennel manager to finish with a client before viewing the grounds and dogs.
Henri served as interpreter as we visited with Mark Joncour of the Epagneul Breton Elevage de Kerveillant
Kennel. The front of this facility was a stone building that had seen many years of service with the kennel
area in the rear. This facility is surrounded by farm fields and some forest.
The kennel set up was not unlike many we see in the U.S. There were major runs for several dogs at a
time, single kennel runs, and whelping pens for litters.
We saw several litters of pups of differing ages with moms. The stud dogs were separate and there were a
number of miscellaneous male and female dogs scattered throughout. I am sure there was a logical order
to it all. The dogs all looked terrific and appeared healthy and fit,

For Janis and me it was good to be among EBs as we had been away from our dogs for a while. We did
not feel it appropriate to ask about taking photos.
At the end of the day we enjoyed a beautiful drive through the Brittany countryside and returned to our
hotel in Guingamp where we had to say goodbye to Henri. Henri Guelon was a gracious host who treated
us like old friends. Thank you, Henri, for your lifelong dedication to the Epagneul Breton, the museum in
the breed’s honor, and for the wonderful day we spent with you.

In times of joy, all of us wished we
possessed a tail we could wag.
WH Auden
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Breeders
Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@msn.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Pataula Power French Brittanys
Fred Overby
406-209-0006
foverby@bellsouth.net

Auburn Bretons
Bob Clayton
206-852-8333
bobclayton2003@yahoo.com
www.auburnbretons.com

Stud Dogs
1. NBOB 2XTR Brique De L'Ardour
Hip Rating - A ( France)
2. TR GUN F'Nat du mas d'Pataula
("Pride") TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
3. GUN Griz du mas Pataula TAN
Hips OFA-Good
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net
GRCHF CH Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan TAN
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jackie Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. 2XTR CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com
Just Perfect Du Auburn Bretons
NAVHDA NA Prize 1, 112 Points
Penn Hip Lt: 0.46, Rt: 0.42
Sherry Niesar
701-527-3714
www.coteaukennel.com
sniesar@outlook.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete
the membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders
who raise UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is
sent directly to over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page.
Provide your information to sniesar@outlook.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website
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Up Coming Events
HPEBGDC
October 17 -18, 2015
Wild and TAN
Trial Secretary – Clint LaFary- (309)231-8868
surledelavankennel@gmail.com
HPEBGDC
November 14 - 15, 2015
Liberated and TAN
Trial Secretary – Clint LaFary- (309)231-8868
surledelavankennel@gmail.com

HPEBGDC
February 13 - 14, 2016
Liberated and TAN
Trial Secretary – Clint LaFary- (309)231-8868
surledelavankennel@gmail.com

Join Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Facebook page. If you have a
Facebook page, request to join, its that easy. You can post your pictures,
hunting stories or just events that you share with your dog.
https://www.facebook.com/#!/groups/115972485114132/

2 Remaining pups
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Recipe: Partridge in Salt
3 tablespoons olive oil
2 partridges, chukars or Cornish game hens
2 sprigs of fresh rosemary or sage
1 teaspoon dried thyme

1 teaspoon black pepper
2 teaspoons sweet paprika
2 pounds of sel gris or kosher salt

Take the birds out of the fridge and let them sit at room temperature for 30
minutes. Heat the olive oil in a large frying pan over medium-high heat. Pat the
partridges dry and brown them on all sides. When they are browned, take the
birds off the heat and let them cool for 10 minutes or so. Stuff the rosemary
inside the birds’ cavities, and dust the thyme, paprika and pepper on them.
Preheat the oven to 400 degrees. Find a container just about large enough to
hold both birds. Lay down a layer of salt on the bottom and put the partridges in.
Bury the birds in the salt, patting it down at the end. The partridges should be
covered by at least 1/2 inch of salt. Bake the birds for 30 minutes.
Take the partridges out of the oven and let them cool for 5 minutes. Remove all the salt, brushing excess off with
a basting brush or your fingers. Serve at once with a bold white wine or a hoppy beer.
Do you have a recipe to share with the membership? Please send it to
Sherry Niesar, Whoa Post editor at sniesar@outlook.com

The Whoa Post Marketplace
Tri-Tronics Pro 100 XLS, 2-Collar.
Working. Short Antenna. Tone Button (on top) is cracked off but still functional. Both collars
and transmitter work. About ½ mile range with short antenna. $125 if picked up, $150 if I have to mail it.
Contact Pete or Sherry: 701-222-8940 email: sniesar@outlook.com

The marketplace is available to all paid members of the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club. Ads
are free. You can buy, sell or trade outdoor equipment, dogs, cats, or anything else that may interest the
readers. To place an ad, contact sniesar@outlook.com
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Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:








Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information
(newsletter and web site) at no charge
Foxie Says:
Have access to dog training professionals
Please renew your
and mentors
membership to the
Receive advance notice of special events
Big Sky Club. The
Have opportunity to participate in UKC
form is below.
Thanks!
sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded
individuals

Membership is open to all individuals. Membership fee is
$20 - individuals or $30 - family per year.
Please take a few moments to complete the Membership Form
below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby at:
Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club
Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office
101 E. Main Street, Suite C
Bozeman, MT 59715

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category $20 Individual Member ship _____ $30 Family Member ship _____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun DogClub
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

